ORACLE ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE
A PRACTICAL APPROACH

PEOPLE, PROCESS, PORTFOLIO
• People – Oracle expert advisors certified in Oracle and industry EA standards
• Process – practical and proven architecture development process focused on ‘just enough, just in time’ and actionable plans
• Portfolio – trusted artifacts including business models, reference architectures, Oracle best practices

KEY BENEFITS
• Reduce risk and get cloud right the first time by utilizing best practices and expertise to take the Oracle stack into a cloud environment
• Accelerate cloud adoption and get the business value faster with a comprehensive cloud blueprint and practical roadmap
• Leverage an architecture viewpoint that spans from applications to disk – and across public, private and hybrid deployment models

RELATED AREAS
Oracle Enterprise Architecture Framework
Oracle Architecture Development Process

ORACLE CLOUD BLUEPRINT AND ROADMAP SERVICE

Having a clear cloud strategy and roadmap is critical to delivering the agility, innovation and accountability that your business stakeholders expect. Whether your organization is beginning to consider its options for cloud, or you are already in a cloud environment and optimize its value, Oracle experts can help you quickly plan the path that is right for your business. Oracle Consulting provides the clarity, expertise and operational best practices to make cloud work for your business.

A Business-Driven, Practical Approach to Cloud
Oracle understands that cloud adoption is first and foremost a business decision. Led by an Oracle Enterprise Architect, the Oracle Cloud Blueprint and Roadmap Service aligns your business objectives and goals with an architecture strategy and practical roadmap to accelerate adoption of cloud for your environment.

Whether your objective is to develop an enterprise-wide strategy that spans across the organization or to develop a targeted plan to provision Infrastructure as a Service, Platform as a Service or Software as a Service, this service provides the upfront capabilities assessment, architecture, planning and governance to get you on the right path.

Oracle Enterprise Architects use a business-driven approach to architecture supported by practical experience and proven reference architectures for faster cloud adoption with less risk.

Key Activities:
• Identify key business goals and focus areas for your cloud strategy
• Conduct a cloud readiness and maturity assessment
• Define a capabilities-centric architecture vision for your cloud strategy
• Conduct a high level assessment of your current state architecture
• Develop a future state architecture (enterprise scope or targeted scope)
• Provide initial guidance on cloud candidate selection for migrations or implementation
• Prioritize initiatives, identify transition architectures, and create a pragmatic roadmap
• Provide recommendations on governance strategy for sustainable results
• Conduct an executive workshop with recommendations and next steps

Cloud Expertise and Experience
Oracle offers comprehensive cloud solutions – from software and hardware systems that are engineered and optimized to work together at every level for secure, high performance private clouds, to enterprise-grade application and platform services with the Oracle Public Cloud.
Our consultants and architects have the portfolio expertise and real-world experience with cloud and shared services architectures to get you to the right solution for your business - faster and with less risk.

**Oracle Consulting Cloud Services Portfolio**

**Oracle Cloud Blueprint and Roadmap Service**
- How do you architect, design, and deploy your cloud solution?
- Which processes, best practices, and technology should you use?
- What are key factors your organization needs to sustain a successful private cloud model?

**Oracle Cloud Management Rapid Start Service**
- How do you quickly implement Oracle EM12c and establish, manage and monitor an effective chargeback model?
- How do you integrate monitoring and management tools in your cloud roadmap to help you be successful?

**Oracle Fusion Infrastructure Implementation Service**
- What are the technical readiness requirements for an optimal Oracle Fusion Applications implementation?
- What are key best practices to help ensure a successful integration of Oracle Fusion Applications?
- How do I best execute a rapid design, configuration and deployment strategy?

**Oracle Migration Factory**
- How do you get applications and data on the cloud while managing the migration risk?
- How can you systematically migrate and consolidate disparate technologies?

**How We Are Different**

As part of the Oracle Consulting team, Oracle Enterprise Architects have proven experience in architecting and managing complex IT initiatives with broad and deep expertise in Oracle’s portfolio. Oracle takes a practical approach to Enterprise Architecture and uses global best practices to help customers realize a faster return on their IT investments.

**Getting Started**

Leverage Oracle’s methods, tools, and extensive experience with customer implementations across diverse industries and geographies with Oracle Consulting. With tight integration across Consulting, Development, Support, Education, and Global Delivery, you get the entire Oracle team behind your success. To learn more, contact your local Oracle Consulting representative, or visit www.oracle.com/consulting.

---

**Hardware and Software, Engineered to Work Together**